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  . .) and the images are fine. On my PC with the screen resolution 1600x900 there is too much extra white space on the left and right side, too much more text is missing. Is there a way to change this? A: Assuming it's part of the default SketchUp installation, it's either a bug or a limitation. Go into Preferences->Interface and drag the "Display" tab to a higher resolution (I would leave the default until
you've installed some plug-ins that can use the higher resolution). You can also view your scene in "fake-3D" by going into the View menu and choosing View3D. I suspect that the View3D settings in Preferences may be more appropriate for your needs. We have had them in stock for about a week now and are well into our first batch. They are hitting the shelves in the next few weeks. These guys are

seriously heavy. Those things will knock you on your ass! We have had them since 6 PM last night and they are gone, but we have taken about a dozen! I had a chance to try one and it kicks some serious ass! Well worth the $12.00 price tag! BTW, been keeping my eye out for a pair of the 295mm's. They will fit on my Raptor but they won't mount like the 220's do on my Raptor and I'd like a little
more protection... been really into knives lately. That knife is the Godsend to us both. My girlfriend has to stop herself from picking up all the razor blades as we pass them by. I do have an issue with the handle making me grab the knife with the wrong hand. If you guys have any questions feel free to PM me and we can work out a good deal. I'm not the main guy selling them, I have a little shop on

ebay, but these are my favorites. I just pick up some cool stuff to put on ebay and try to sell for profit. Also on the plus side, I have a friend that has been an artist for the past 20+ years that sells ceramic knives. I thought this might be cool to team up on. I have a ton of ceramic knives he makes. I also have real wooden blades. If you are looking for more of an unusual option let me know. There were
an abnormal amount of boxes of CTS knives during this sale as well. They are great little knives 82157476af
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